BACKGROUND: Studies reveal that 44.5 % of abstracts presented at national meetings are subsequently published in indexed journals, with lower rates for abstracts of medical education scholarship. OBJECTIVE: We sought to determine whether the quality of medical education abstracts is associated with subsequent publication in indexed journals, and to compare the quality of medical education abstracts presented as scientific abstracts versus innovations in medical education (IME). DESIGN: Retrospective cohort study. PARTICIPANTS: Medical education abstracts presented at the Society of General Internal Medicine (SGIM) 2009 annual meeting. MAIN MEASURES: Publication rates were measured using database searches for full-text publications through December 2013. Quality was assessed using the validated Medical Education Research Study Quality Instrument (MERSQI). KEY RESULTS: Overall, 64 (44 %) medical education abstracts presented at the 2009 SGIM annual meeting were subsequently published in indexed medical journals. The MERSQI demonstrated good inter-rater reliability (intraclass correlation range, 0.77-1.00) for grading the quality of medical education abstracts. MERSQI scores were higher for published versus unpublished abstracts (9.59 vs. 8.81, p=0.03). Abstracts with a MERSQI score of 10 or greater were more likely to be published (OR 3.18, 95 % CI 1.47-6.89, p=0.003). ). MERSQI scores were higher for scientific versus IME abstracts (9.88 vs. 8.31, p<0.001). Publication rates were higher for scientific abstracts (42 [66 %] vs. 37 [46 %], p=0.02) and oral presentations (15 [23 %] vs. 6 [8 %], p=0.01). CONCLUSIONS: The publication rate of medical education abstracts presented at the 2009 SGIM annual meeting was similar to reported publication rates for biomedical research abstracts, but higher than publication rates reported for medical education abstracts. MERSQI scores were associated with higher abstract publication rates, suggesting that attention to measures of quality-such as sampling, instrument validity, and data analysis-may improve the likelihood that medical education abstracts will be published.
INTRODUCTION
Publication in indexed journals is a standard criterion for scholarly recognition and academic promotion. 1 While abstracts presented at national meetings are important for disseminating research findings, limitations include small audiences, the absence of rigorous peer review, and abbreviated presentation of data. A recent Cochrane review found that only 44.5 % of abstracts presented at national meetings were subsequently published in indexed journals. 2 This study included a broad range of biomedical abstracts from over 20 medical specialties, pharmacy, and dentistry, but did not evaluate medical education research. Three studies that have examined publication rates for medical education research abstracts revealed rates of 33 to 35 %, lower than those for biomedical research abstracts. [3] [4] [5] Publication in peer-reviewed journals is the cornerstone for promotion at academic medical centers. This has been widely recognized as a challenge for the academic advancement of clinician-educators, whose primary roles are teaching and providing clinical care. 6 Accordingly, several studies have demonstrated that clinician-educators are less likely than clinician-investigators to achieve high academic rank. 7, 8 While many academic centers have developed clinicianeducator tracks with different promotion criteria, 9 half of division directors in general internal medicine still consider publication of original research as very important for the academic advancement of clinician-educators. 10 Of the 79 reports included in the Cochrane review on abstract publication rates, 2 only three have directly assessed the association between abstract quality and subsequent publication. [11] [12] [13] Callahan found a statistically significant association between higher quality, as defined by a review panel using an adapted quality measure instrument, and rates of publication (RR 1.46 [1.20, 1.79] ). 11 Pooling of the three studies, however, did not show an association between abstract quality and publication likelihood (RR 1.24 [0.97, 1.58]). 2 In the medical education literature, only surrogates of abstract quality-including presentation format (oral vs. poster), type of scholarship (research vs. education innovation), study design, and author characteristics (level of training, number of publications)-have been assessed, demonstrating that oral versus poster presentations, multi-center versus single-center studies, and scientific versus innovation in medical education abstracts have been associated with increased odds of publication. 4, 5 Using the validated Medical Education Research Study Quality Instrument (MERSQI), Reed et al. demonstrated that the quality of medical education manuscripts predicted acceptance in peer-reviewed journals. 14 However, it is unknown whether this measure of quality is associated with subsequent publication of these abstracts in indexed journals.
Therefore, we endeavored to determine the following: 1) peer-reviewed publication rates of medical education abstracts presented at an annual meeting of the Society of General Internal Medicine (SGIM), 2) whether abstract quality as determined by the MERSQI was associated with subsequent publication, and 3) differences in publication rates and quality of scientific abstracts versus innovations in medical education (IME).
METHODS
We conducted a retrospective study of abstracts accepted to the 2009 SGIM annual meeting. Based on previous literature, the 2009 meeting was chosen to allow sufficient time for abstracts to be published. 2, 4 We included all scientific and IME abstracts that described medical education research as outlined by the 2006 Consensus Conference on Educational Scholarship, 15 and included education at the undergraduate, graduate, and continuing medical education levels. We excluded abstracts that focused on patient education or general medical research.
Based on data from previous research, 2-5 we identified several explanatory variables that could affect subsequent publication. Incorporating these variables, we abstracted data on the type of research (quantitative vs. qualitative), study population (undergraduate [UME], graduate [GME], or continuing medical education [CME]), presentation type (oral vs. poster), and submission category (scientific research vs. IME). We used the MERSQI, a previously validated tool with strong content, criterion, and predictive validity evidence for quantitative research, to assess the quality of quantitative medical education abstracts. 14, 16, 17 The MERSQI contains 10 items (overall score range 5-18) within six domains of study quality: study design, sampling, data type, validity of assessments, data analysis, and outcomes. The complete MERSQI can be found in the original MERSQI validation study. 16 To standardize our application of the MERSQI, three authors (AS, TB, and AW) independently rated five abstracts, resolved differences by consensus, and reached satisfactory agreement. Prior to determination of publication status, two authors (AS and AW) independently rated the remaining abstracts. Raters were blinded to publication data but not to abstract authors and institutions. Inter-rater reliability for each of the MERSQI items was measured using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC). 18 The primary outcome was full-article publication in indexed medical journals. We also assessed time to publication. To identify subsequent full publication in an indexed journal, two authors (AS and JE) independently searched PubMed, ISI Web of Knowledge, and Google Scholar for full-text publications through December 2013, using a combination of first, second, and last authors' names as well as keywords from the title. The title, authors, methodology, and results of the published article were compared to the original abstract to confirm matches. Disagreements between independent reviewers were reviewed by a third author (AW), and consensus was reached through discussion. Time to publication (months) was determined as the length of time from the presentation of the abstract in April 2009 to the month when the full article was published.
Total MERSQI scores and time to publication were described using means and standard deviations. In comparisons of MERSQI scores and independent variables, p values for categories with two variables (e.g., publication, abstract type, presentation type) were determined using the two-sided t test. For categories with multiple variables (e.g., study population), p values were calculated using the Kruskal-Wallis test. To determine a quality threshold for the MERSQI that might predict subsequent publication, we examined previous studies showing average MERSQI scores for published studies of 9.6, 14 9.95, 16 and 9.94. 17 A study by Reed et al. demonstrated an average MERSQI score of 10.7 (SD 2.5) for published studies, compared to 9.0 (SD 2.4) for rejected studies.
14 In our study, therefore, we used a threshold MERSQI score of greater than or equal to 10, and we used the Chi-squared test to calculate the odds of publication. For comparisons of published abstracts to unpublished abstracts and scientific abstracts to IME abstracts, p values were determined using the two-sided t test.
This study was approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board.
RESULTS
Of 651 scientific abstracts reviewed, 144 met the criteria for medical education scholarship. Overall, 64 (44 %) medical education abstracts that were presented at the 2009 SGIM annual meeting were subsequently published in indexed medical journals. The mean time to publication was 21 months. The majority of abstracts were quantitative (120 [83 %]) and involved GME (75 [52 %]) and UME (44 [31 %]), with only a minority involving CME (7 [5 %]) or mixed populations (18 [13 %] ). The average MERSQI score for all quantitative medical education abstracts was 9.15 (SD 1.91, range 5-14; Table 1 ). Inter-rater reliability (ICC range, 0.77-1.00) was substantial for the MERSQI item Boutcomes^and almost perfect for all other items (Table 2) . 19 Overall, MERSQI scores were higher for published versus unpublished abstracts (9.59 vs. 8.81, p=0.03), with a significant difference in the domain of data analysis (2.42 vs. 2.14, p=0.01) and non-significant trends towards higher scores in the study design and outcomes domains (Table 3) . Abstracts with a MERSQI score of 10 or greater were three times as likely to be published as abstracts with a MERSQI score of less than 10 (OR 3.18, 95 % CI 1.47-6.89, p=0.003). Scientific medical education abstracts were more likely to be published than IME abstracts (42 [53 %] vs. 22 [34 %], p=0.02). Similarly, MERSQI scores were higher for scientific abstracts than for IME abstracts (9.88 vs. 8.31, p<0.001). Specifically, scientific abstracts scored significantly higher than IME abstracts in the following MERSQI domains: sampling (number of institutions studied and response rate), validity of evaluation instrument (content and internal structure), and data analysis (appropriateness and complexity of analysis) ( Table 4 ).
DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrated a peer-reviewed journal publication rate of 44 % for medical education abstracts presented at the 2009 SGIM annual meeting. We also found a positive association between abstract quality, as determined by MERSQI score, and subsequent publication in indexed journals. Furthermore, abstracts presented as scientific abstracts had higher publication rates and were of higher quality than those presented as IME.
Rates of peer-reviewed publication for medical education abstracts in this study were similar to previously reported rates for traditional biomedical research, 2 and were higher than rates reported for medical education scholarship presented at the Association of American Medical College's Research in Medical Education (RIME) conference (37 %), 4 the Canadian Conference on Medical Education (CCME, 32 %), 4 the Clerkship Directors in Internal Medicine (CDIM) national meeting (35 %), 3 and the Council on Medical Student Education in Pediatrics (COMSEP) annual meeting (34 %) 5 . There may be several reasons for these differences in publication rates. First, variations in the calls for abstracts, requests for structured (vs. unstructured) abstracts, and conference formats might affect the quality of abstracts and, therefore, the likelihood of subsequent publication. The three previous reports noted were from primary medical education conferences, whereas the SGIM annual meeting has a broader audience, with an emphasis on biomedical research, and only a small proportion of abstracts accepted (144/651 [22 %] in our study) address medical education scholarship. The potential competition between biomedical and education research abstracts submitted to SGIM may drive submission and acceptance of higher-quality medical education research abstracts than those for meetings that solicit only medical education research.
The varying rates of publication may reflect differences in the time frames over which abstracts were identified. [3] [4] [5] The report on COMSEP abstracts spanned many years, showing a growing percentage of publication over time, which would MERSQI Medical Education Research Study Quality Instrument, UME undergraduate medical education, GME graduate medical education, CME continuing medical education, IME innovations in medical education affect the overall average publication rate. 5 The report on the CDIM abstracts also spanned many years (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) , although the results did not demonstrate a significant increase in publication rates after 2002. 3 Moreover, the CDIM abstract report is 10 years old, and an increase in quality may not have been experienced until more recently. 3 Similarly, the quality of SGIM abstracts may have increased over the years, but our study findings would reflect only the most recent (and potentially higher) publication rates and quality scores.
There may be other differences in abstract quality between our study and previous reports. The report on COMSEP abstracts had smaller proportions of research abstracts (42 %), 5 and the CDIM abstract report contained a large percentage of purely descriptive studies (56 %), 3 which in both cases might reflect lower abstract quality. This was not true, however, for the RIME and CCME abstract report, in which a higher number of accepted abstract submissions categorized as research (67 %) still had a lower publication rate (39 %). 4 We also found that IME abstracts, which are largely reports of novel ideas in curriculum development, had lower quality scores and lower publication rates than scientific medical education abstracts. The SGIM call for abstracts defines IME as Binnovative scholarly activities in medical education that are currently in progress or that have been completed.^2 0 While it might seem that a work in progress would not be fairly adjudicated by the MERSQI, the submission structure includes categories of setting and participants, description, and evaluation. 20 Most MERSQI domains are not affected by whether the abstract is a work in progress or a completed project, the exception being response rate reporting, which could yield up to an additional point for a response rate over 74 %. Our findings are consistent with the results of Reed et al., which looked at MERSQI scores for full manuscripts in MERSQI Medical Education Research Study Quality Instrument, UME undergraduate medical education, GME graduate medical education, CME continuing medical education MERSQI Medical Education Research Study Quality Instrument, UME undergraduate medical education, GME graduate medical education, CME continuing medical education both original research and education innovations. 14 In this study, the average MERSQI score was 10.3 (SD 2.2) for original articles, compared to 8.3 (SD 2.7) for educational innovations, which is comparable to the difference of 1.57 in our study. 14 The current study also demonstrated a lower acceptance rate of 23 % for IME abstracts compared to 42 % for scientific medical education abstracts. Furthermore, Reed et al. found that educational innovations scored significantly lower in the same domains that we identified (sampling, validity, and data analysis).
14 These might be areas to focus on when designing curricular innovations in order to enhance the likelihood of publication. The consistency between our work and previous studies suggests that these are appropriate areas for improvement in educational innovations regardless of whether they are in developmental stages or have been completed. It also suggests that this is not the result of a reporting issue in the conference abstract format. We suspect that IME abstracts scored lower because of goals inherent in educational innovations; these are often designed as specific curricula and novel solutions to common educational problems, and are often meant to enhance local teaching environments and not necessarily intended for peer reviewed publication.
We found a significant and meaningful difference in MERS QI scores of 0.80 (9. 14 In this study, a 1.0 increase in the MERSQI score was associated with over 30 % higher likelihood of publication. Another study, in which the MERSQI was applied to a broad sample of published medical education research, found that higher MERSQI scores were associated with higher 3-year citation rates (0.8 increase in score per 10 Citations) and a higher impact factor of the journal of publication (1.0 increase in score per 6-unit increase in impact factor). 16 In the Cochrane review of 79 studies on abstract publication rates, many different surrogates were used to measure study quality: oral versus poster presentation (12 reports), sample size (7 reports), randomized or controlled trials versus other study designs (9 reports), and multi-versus single-center studies (5 reports). Only three of these studies assessed overall study quality with the use of an assessment tool. [11] [12] [13] Our study utilized the MERSQI, a validated tool designed specifically for assessing the quality of medical education research.
The MERSQI has not been previously validated for measuring the quality of abstracts of medical education research. Prior studies using quality measures either developed their own instrument or modified an existing instrument that was originally validated on full manuscripts. [11] [12] [13] Our study presents new evidence of validity for the utilization of MERSQI to rate abstract quality. We demonstrated content validity (required abstract components correspond to existing MERS QI domains), internal structure (excellent inter-rater reliability), and correlations to other variables (significant differences in MERSQI scores for published vs. unpublished abstracts and abstracts selected for oral vs. poster presentation). This initial strong validity evidence is promising, although additional research is needed to further explore the validity of MERSQI for evaluating abstracts, including comparing MERSQI scores of abstracts with subsequently published articles.
Improving the quality of medical education research will serve both individual clinician-educators and the field of medical education as a whole. Publication in peer-reviewed journals is likely to advance the promotion of clinicianeducators and to facilitate the dissemination of effective teaching strategies among medical educators. 1, 8, 9 Research has shown that consumers of medical education literature find the greatest value in novel, provocative research findings and methodologically sound research; other important features include relevance, feasibility, and connection to a conceptual framework. 21 Use of the MERSQI may enhance methodological quality in evaluating curricula and performing medical education research. 22 There are several limitations to our study. First, the MERSQI has not been previously validated for use in grading abstracts, which by their nature have information that would be missing from full-length texts. Abstracts are therefore more likely to have lower scores, especially for missing elements such as descriptions of instrument validity and statistical analyses. Nonetheless, we demonstrated excellent inter-rater reliability and correlation with other markers of study quality, including scientific abstract versus IME submission and oral versus poster presentation. Second, there are aspects of the MERSQI that may not be included in IME abstracts, such as sampling and study design, which would tend to result in lower IME abstract quality scores. Lastly, the authors were blinded to publication status when determining the MERSQI score, but they were not blinded to author or institution, which may have influenced the scoring. In order to reduce bias, two reviewers scored all studies independently and in duplicate.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we demonstrated an association between a validated measure of study quality and subsequent full-text publication of medical education research abstracts. We also presented evidence of validity for use of the MERSQI tool to measure the quality of medical education research abstracts. The journal publication rate of medical education abstracts presented at the 2009 SGIM annual meeting was similar to previously demonstrated publication rates for biomedical research abstracts, but was higher than publication rates for medical education abstracts presented at other scientific meetings. These findings suggest that attention to measures of quality-such as study design, sampling, type of data, instrument validity, data analysis, and outcomes-will optimize the likelihood that medical education abstracts will be published in indexed journals. Our findings also indicate that education innovation projects that incorporate multiple institutions, validated evaluation instruments, and appropriate statistical analyses are more likely to be published.
